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Time of challenges
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his is the first time that I address you, reader of Revista
Transparência, through this editorial. And, from now on, we
will always meet, at least for the next twelve editions, after
all, until 2020, I will be the president of Ibracon.
At the cover article of this edition, we talk a little about the
plans of this new management. In an environment marked
by increasing governance and compliance requirements, of
expansion of disruptive technologies, the reframing of the auditor
activity itself, we have much to do. But we are confident, because
we count on the strength of our institution and the excellent team
we have with us.
And, speaking of action, how are the reforms that Brazil plans
and delays for so long doing? One of them, labor, is already a
reality. But could it be that it fully met the needs of a modern
economy, which needs to be agile and compete globally? And the
tax reform, which so much impacts entrepreneurship and finance
of municipalities, states and the federal government itself? And
the Social Security reform, target of uncountable debates and,
until now, with no date to become part of the agenda?
To better explain to us these issues and give us a panorama
of what the country really needs, we listened to experts of the
three areas. Their explanations, real “lessons” about the need to
rethink certain models and systems, are put together in the article
that starts on page 10.
We also gave special emphasis to the issue of compliance:
five experts bring us their views and approaches about the way
the auditor, whether internal or independent, and compliance
consultants are fundamental pieces for the best practices to be
implemented in private companies and public agencies.
We present the 8th Brazilian Conference on Accounting and
Independent Audit that Ibracon will hold on June 11 and 12 in São
Paulo. The conference will discuss, among others, topics such
as the impact of cybernetic risks in the corporate world; IPSAS,
financial audit and transparency; IFRS news; relationship of Audit
with the entity’s governance and application of new technologies
in the independent audit.
Have a good read, and see you on the next edition!
Francisco Sant’Anna
IBRACON’S PRESIDENT
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INTERVIEW

Financial
market at
everyone’s
reach
Fond of philosophy, Raymundo
Magliano Filho applied the
precepts of the Italian Norberto
Bobbio about transparency to
Bovespa’s management and
is proud to having brought
knowledge about the stock
market to thousands of citizens

A

pply the philosophy – specifically, the teachings from the
Italian Norberto Bobbio (19092004) – to the financial market world.
This was the challenge embraced by
the Sao Paulo born Raymundo Magliano Filho, an economist and business
administrator by graduation and a thinker by calling, during his tenure as president of the São Paulo Stock Exchange (Bovespa), 2002-2008.
“I have always believed that going
public is the most healthy and natural way for companies to raise the

6
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necessary resources for their growth”
he explains. “But for that, it is also necessary to expand the investor base.
That is, to make the ordinary citizen understand how one investment, the purchase of shares, works”, he clarifies.
In this interview, Magliano talks
about this experience ahead of Bovespa – an innovator in terms of governance – and draws conjectures about the
current moment in Brazil and the world.
RT – How do you analyze the evolution
of the capital market in our country during its almost 60 years of operation?
Raymundo – I started working in the
field at 16 years of age, at a time when
the broker was appointed by the State Government and worked as an individual. My father, also a broker, emancipated me and made me his agent. In
1965, Law 4728 was enacted, according to which the financial and capital

markets started being disciplined by the
National Monetary Council and overseen by the Central Bank. Then there
was a major transformation: this figure
of “individual broker” disappeared and,
in its place, there was the emergence
of companies that had to pay more attention to corporate governance issues,
compliance with rules and processes,
accounting within the standards, etc.
RT – In what way did your interest in
philosophy influenced your professional performance?
RM – Despite my degree as economist
and administrator from Fundação Getúlio Vargas, I have been studying philosophy for more than 40 years. To this
day, I attend two philosophy classes per
week. This knowledge was fundamental for me to work outside the usual parameters at the time I was president of
the São Paulo Stock Exchange, from
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2002 to 2008. When I took office, the
Stock Exchange was seen by society
as something elitist, “only for the rich.”
People did not know they could invest
in shares and profit from this in the long
run. The challenge I embraced was to
change that reality.
RT – And how was this done?
RM - I am a great admirer of Norberto Bobbio’s work. Democracy is a subject of paramount importance for this
philosopher, who advocated three
fundamental pillars for it: transparency, visibility and access. From the moment I became president of the Stock

Exchange, I realized the need to put
these principles into practice, showing
that the stock market is for everyone
– besides being a fundamental instrument for the development of Brazil.
RT – But in practice, how did this
happen?
RM - Transparency was our priority,
through a closer people management.
Visibility, according to Bobbio, is the
shortest possible distance between the
ruler and the governed. I was aware of
this. Then one day, sitting in my room
on the 11th floor, I had an insight: I realized that a great distance was placed

I HAVE ALWAYS
BELIEVED THAT
GOING PUBLIC IS THE
MOST HEALTHY AND
NATURAL WAY FOR
COMPANIES TO RAISE
THE NECESSARY
RESOURCES FOR
THEIR GROWTH
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In these journeys, we tried to demystify
the Stock Exchange and teach how to
trade, buy shares, etc. We showed the
concept of long-term investment. In one
of the largest companies in the country, we set up four investment clubs for
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between the capital market, represented
by us, and the rest of the Brazilian people. We created the Bovmóvel, a kind
of promotional car from Bovespa. With
it, we started going to clubs, universities, and we even covered 12 beaches.

employees. This is how we put the question of visibility into practice.
The third fundamental concept - that
is, access - was a major challenge because Bovespa was – and still is – a
predominantly male environment. We
saw the need to give greater access to
women. So, we hired two women who
made a beautiful program around Brazil,
the “Women in Action”, which allowed
us to bring knowledge about the capital
market to Brazilians from all parts and
social levels of the country. This work
came to be recognized by the United
Nations (UN).
We also wanted to bring employees
closer to Bovespa. So, we contacted
the larger central labor unions and set
up a kind of branch of the Stock Exchange in each of these entities – not
to operate, but to teach workers what
the capital market is and how to operate in it.
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At the end, it was a time when Bovespa reached very high visibility. We
also had an expansion in investment
clubs, many of them created by women. Several companies became interested in making their IPOs.
RT – How this opening, this approach
to society, favors the companies’ public offering of shares?
RM – A broader investor base is a premise for companies to feel confident
about going public. The more society
is mature and financially educated, the
better for companies, for the economy
– in short, for the Country.
RT – What are the main changes that
you observed in the last decades at Bovespa and in the CVM’s actions, especially regarding compliance?
RM – Securities Brokers and Dealers
are now required to comply with a number of requirements, including internal
audit and maintenance of a compliance board, in charge of compliance with
regulatory standards. They also receive frequent visits from oversight agents,
both from the Brazilian Central Bank
and the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission.
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BRAZIL NEEDS A
STRONGER, BETTER
REPRESENTED CIVIL
SOCIETY. ONLY IN
THIS WAY WE WILL BE
ABLE TO GUARANTEE
OUR RIGHTS AND
CONSOLIDATE
DEMOCRACY

RT – In your opinion, what is the importance of independent audit for the
economic health of companies and the
country itself?
RM – Independent audit is fundamental. Our brokerage firm has 90 years
of operation and have always had audit. I emphasize: independent audit is
a fundamental institution and must be
respected.
RT – How do you see Brazil today, politically and economically? What, in your
analysis, are the short, medium and
long-term perspectives for our country?
RM – The more you live, the less you
know. Today, the emergence of new

technologies is transforming civilization
with a speed that we have difficulty to
follow. The other day I read an article
by the Italian sociologist Domenico De
Masi, in which he conjectures that, by
2030, the world will have only 60% of
the workers it has today. Advances in
technology; in artificial intelligence resources and process robotization will,
of course, take away many human attributions. How to know if, tomorrow,
the work of an auditing firm could not
be done by a machine?
With this global panorama as the
background, it is inevitable to worry
about Brazil. We are currently experiencing a phase of discrediting democracy, representation – we have a Congress that does not really represent us
– and our civil society is very weak. In
this, we are the opposite to the USA.
There, no matter what administration,
institutions are strong and representative. Not here; in part, I ascribe this to
our Iberian heritage, which makes us
always hope for the “blessings of the
king.” That is why, returning to the reasoning on how the financial market works, we have so many companies owing
to BNDES. Why would they go public
or seek creative ways to capitalize, if
they could borrow money from the state bank at 5 percent interest rate per
year? It is the tied capitalism, dependent on government.
I see that all the reforms, especially
tax and social security, are necessary,
fundamental. They need to be done,
but unfortunately, I do not see them advancing at the necessary speed.
I believe in Brazil and in our power
to transform reality, but this really requires us to become stronger and less
dependent.
Brazil needs a stronger, better represented civil society. Only in this way
we will be able to guarantee our rights
and consolidate democracy.
MARCH 2018
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The long road
of needed
reforms
The country consolidated
the labor reform, but
failed to advance in the
fields of Social Security
and tax reform. Experts
consulted by Revista
Transparência talk about
perspectives in this scenario
that, even incomplete,
remains promising
10
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2018

’s Brazil has an

annual inflation
projection below the target, the lowest Selic rate
in its history and solid, albeit modest,
prospects for economic growth. Therefore, it is a country with good prospects for the future, with the potential
to reawaken the appetite of foreign investors again.
But this same Brazil has a lot of “homework” to do to really establish itself

as a mature economy. These are urgent steps, such as reducing public
debt; decrease the entrepreneur’s burden; simplify the tax system – and, moreover, align with the global transparency trend, which is essential to compete
with countries that are far ahead in this
area. It is also necessary to modernize
the infrastructure and maintain the operation of a State governed by a Charter that brings at its core a strong social welfare bias.
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Revista Transparência has heard
Labor Law, Social Security Law and Tax
System experts. The idea is to show
a panorama of the innovations already
implemented and the transformations
in progress. Having this clearer picture
is essential for the Independent Auditor, especially at a time when the profession is moving towards an increasing prominence within organizations
and public opinion.
From all that was mentioned above, the subject in which Brazil most
advanced in the recent past was the
labor reform. According to Marcos
Lemos, a Labor Law expert at Getúlio Vargas Foundation and a partner
at law firm Benicio Advogados, where
he is responsible for managing the labor area, the country was challenged
to rethink labor law and break paradigms: “All that protectionism in favor of
the work, a hallmark of the CLT (Consolidation of Labor Laws), has made
room for more flexible legislation, which sees the employer as an important
part of the labor relations board. Yes,
part of the protections was maintained,
but it is clear that the reform ultimately
benefited more strongly the business
class, having translated historical longings from entrepreneurs”, he analyzes.
“This is precisely why it has been receiving a flood of criticism, especially from
unions, the Labor Public Prosecutor’s
Office and labor judges associations”,
the lawyer adds.
Lemos clarifies that the changes
have reached almost a hundred provisions of the CLT, promoting greater
flexibility in labor contracts, increasing
the bargaining power among employers, employees and unions and
changing provisions that regulate the

Marcos Lemos

development of labor lawsuits. “Of all
these changes, I would undoubtedly
point out the prevalence of what was
negotiated over the legislated as the
backbone of the new legislation. In
practice, the reform has brought the
possibility for workers, unions and employers to directly discuss their interests and regulate their working conditions, limiting the possibility of the Labor
Court canceling these negotiations”, he
summarizes.
The lawyer also highlights the innovations in the field of labor disputes,
which tend to hamper the indiscriminate filing of complaints. “Now the worker
can be ordered to pay lawyers’ fees if
the Court finds that he has filed an unfair labor claim or in bad faith. He may
also be ordered to pay expert fees if he
is unsuccessful in the request that justified this expert investigation, in addition
to being liable to a fine in the event of
non-attendance at the hearings of the
lawsuit”, says the lawyer.

“Other important changes are related to the establishment of new hiring modalities, as is the case of the intermittent work contract, in which the
provision of services is not continuous.
And also telework, in which the services are mainly carried out outside the
company’s premises, with the use of
information and communication technologies”, exemplifies Lemos.
As for the loss of workers’ rights, the
lawyer points out that this has been the
global trend. “It was like this in Germany
in the early 2000s; in Italy in 2015 and
more recently in France in 2017. Obviously, this risk has been mitigated by
the need for unions to participate in the
negotiation of these rights, a characteristic also present in the Brazilian labor
reform” says the expert.
Lemos emphasizes that the labor reform broadly authorized the outsourcing
practice, conceptualizing it as “the transfer, made by the hiring party, of the execution of any of its activities, including its
core activity, to a private company providing services that has economic capacity compatible with its execution”. He
points out, however, that the legislation
did not authorize the use of outsourcing
as an instrument of labor intermediation,
a circumstance only allowed for temporary work. “In true outsourcing, the hiring company hires a specialized service from the service providing company,
which is in charge of the organization
and execution of the contracted activities. The hiring company cannot simply assign its employees so that they
are subordinated to the company hiring
these services” warns the lawyer. “Having this clear is essential so that good
compliance practices are not circumvented” he says.
MARCH 2018
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HOW ABOUT SOCIAL SECURITY?
If the business claim for more flexible labor legislation was partially met by the
government and the Legislative Branch, the same cannot be said about the
social security reform. Subject of political negotiations and campaigns led
by central labor unions, the matter has
been widely debated with society, but
not always in an enlightening manner.
Despite this, the government, without
votes, had to back down in the proposal to reform Social Security in 2018.
But the issue will have to return to the
agenda, because today it is unfeasible
to speak about balancing of public accounts without taking into account the
so-called “Social Security deficit”.
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According to Lemos, even after the
labor reform, the Brazilian legislation
maintains the possibility of the hiring
company being responsible for recognizing the employment relationship with
outsourced workers. And, also, their
joint or subsidiary liability for any fault
of the hired company with its employees. “It is the duty of the hiring company to choose companies that adopt
good labor practices and comply with
the prevailing legislation. In addition, we
suggest that the hiring company choose companies that are specialized in the
service to be outsourced, avoiding what
we call multi-professional companies
that operate indiscriminately with all
sorts of services, without specific focus”, he comments. “It is also important
to give preference to companies with financial autonomy and reasonable capital, in order to demonstrate their capacity to pay any labor convictions that
both, hiring company and hired company, could suffer”, warns Lemos.

Eduardo Costa da Silva

“The fact is that social security reform has been built through minor reforms over the last three governments.
However, what really needs to be changed is still far from being achieved”,
says the lawyer and university professor Eduardo Costa da Silva, partner at
Godke, Silva & Rocha Advogados and
an expert in social security matters.
With a Master’s Degree in Social Security Law from the Pontifical Catholic
University of São Paulo (PUC-SP) and
professor of this discipline at the Brazilian Institute of Social Security Studies
(Instituto Brasileiro de Estudos Previdenciários (IBEP), Theodoro Vicente
Agostinho completes Silva’s speech,
enumerating some of these changes
in the legislation. “Law 13,183 / 2015,
for example, changed contribution time
retirement (currently, if the candidate is
within the requirements of this law, there is the possibility of retiring without the
application of the social security factor),
with the entry into force of the so-called 85 (woman) and 95 (man) formulas.

The numbers represent the sum of the
age and contribution time. Law 13,135
/ 2015 substantially altered the death
pension, bringing the requirement of
proof of 24 months of civil union or marriage, as well as 18 contributions, to be
entitled to the benefit. In addition, it presented a table that takes into account
the dependent’s age, so that the younger, the shorter the time of receiving
this pension” he clarifies.
In Silva’s opinion, it is necessary to
create a system that avoids the distortions that have marked our history, such
as the granting of retirement to those
who have never contributed and the
special retirements. “The ideal would
be to adopt a single regime, in which
the benefit received would be proportional to the contribution paid by the
insured” he explains. However, Agostinho believes in the possibility of the
contribution time retirement to be extinguished, entering in its place the retirement by minimum age. “There can also
be changes in the rules for granting the
death pension, reducing the payment,
which today is from 100% to 50%, with
a further 10% for each dependent. Another change should reach the so-called
benefits accumulation, which today is
not limited by values”, says Agostinho.
As for the “Social Security deficit”,
professor Agostinho does not believe
that the deficit alleged by the government corresponds to reality. “But I recognize the need to improve resource
management, to pass stricter legislation for those who mismanage Social
Security resources, including the municipal, state, and other regimes. Moreover, it is important to implement a policy without so many exemptions from
social security contributions”, he notes.
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“I am also in favor of the creation of a
task force from the Office of Attorney
General of the National Treasury, in order to charge companies that are persistently in debt to Social Security. This
is not to say that readjustment is unnecessary. But it has to occur for the right
reasons, and especially with a view to
guaranteeing legal certainty and restoring credibility to the social security system” says the expert.
Silva regrets that the directions of
the social security reform are so timid,
which he attributes to “the lobby exercised by influence groups with transit
at the National Congress.” Professor
Agostinho adds: “in order to be effective and realistic, a social security adjustment should really be extended to
all, without exception; present a clearer
and more just transition rule, especially
with regard to those who are about to
retire; and have an employability program parallel to the reform. That is because if we increase the requirement
regarding contribution time, we have a
duty to guarantee a job or the possibility
of obtaining it”, says the lawyer. “But the
fundamental thing is to create a broad
legislative framework that penalizes bad
administrators, whether they be from
the public or private system”, concludes Agostinho.

Theodoro Vicente Agostinho

Development (OECD), the vanguard of
the world economy. All of them have
sought to simplify the life of companies
and the tax relief as a way to stimulate
the economy. It is also worth remembering that the United States has just
completed the most drastic tax reform
in its history.
Rodrigo Spada, president of the Association of Income Tax Agents of the
State of São Paulo (Afresp), emphasizes that the Brazilian tax reform should
have been the first of all, since it interferes with State planning. “We have discussed a lot the reforms together with
spending and expenses; but the tax
“ T H E M O S T C O M P L E X TA X area is the one that brings the resources. Its reform can give structuring conLEGISLATION IN THE WORLD”
ditions to take the State to a new leBrazil has one of the most complex tax
vel”, he says.
policies in the world. Our legislation falls
In the expert’s opinion, the simplishort – and a lot – by the lack of clarity and the overlapping of fees and ta- fication of the Brazilian tax system is
what any serious reform should seek.
xes. And, unless it moves quickly to a
deep reform, it will remain against the “Today, companies have high expen35 countries that are part of the Organi- ses with the so-called compliance
costs. I explain: the ancillary obligations
zation for Economic Co-operation and

generate a tax compliance cost, that
is, in addition to the expenses necessary to pay the taxes arising from the
main obligation, there are amounts disbursed for compliance with the accessory obligation. According to a survey
by the World Bank, Brazil is the country where companies spend more time
to pay taxes. With an odd amount of
documents, fees and laws, a national
company spends 1,958 hours a year to
pay off all of its tax obligations”, he says.
The time is six times higher than the
average of 332 hours recorded in Latin American and Caribbean countries,
according to the latest Doing Business
2018 report. “This brings the country a
cost that could be reduced without encumbering the taxpayer. We must keep
in mind that the tax reform is essential to unlock the country’s economy”,
says Spada.
If, on the one hand, we lack transparency and everything is extremely
complex, on the other Brazil has managed to implement a technical framework “that gives envy to many developed countries”, says Spada. “We have
SPED, the Electronic Invoice... However, if we can speed up the system we
can be more efficient, even in the fight
against tax evasion. Today, every operation has its rule; its exception; its load,
etc. And, therefore, people do not understand how much they pay, why they
pay, who finances this or that”, says
Spada.
The Afresp president comments
that the current tax system forces the
entrepreneur to set his business model by the tax policy, instead of analyzing questions of logistics, labor, production model, etc. “When you ask tax
questions to decide the allocation of
MARCH 2018
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Rodrigo Spada

new National VAT, which will have up
to five rates, depending on the sector.
The Income Tax, in turn, should replace the Social Contribution on Net Income (CSLL). The selective tax should be
levied on the sectors of electric power,
fuels, telecommunications, cigarettes,
beverages, vehicles, tires and auto parts.
Deputy Hauly has told the press
that, under the National VAT, the idea is
to zero the rates on food and medicine.
This is because the average taxation of
food in the world is 7%; and, on medicines, virtually zero. In Brazil, the percentages are 34% and 33%, respectively.

“The deputy’s proposal has interesting points”, Spada says. “But it increases the cumulativeness and deteriorates the states’ finances because it
will generate ISS credits in a chain, without being able to charge them later.
Small municipalities, without their own
collection structure, will also be harmed
by the decrease of state and federal
transfers”, warns the Afresp president.
And do some of the tax reform proposals contemplate a reduction of the
total tax burden?
Spada says no. “What I can say
with confidence is that this is not a zero-sum game. There is no need to reduce the tax burden to lower costs for
entrepreneurs and taxpayers. The Federal Constitution is a citizen’s constitution, which has defined countless rights
and this has a cost. Democracy has a
cost. So, in our opinion, if the tax burden reduction is discussed, it is also necessary to discuss the size of the State.
The Government works with a budget
that foresees a deficit of R$ 140 billion
per year. That is, today there is no room
to discuss reducing the tax burden. If
we improve the efficiency of the system
and the business environment, unlocking the economy, then there may be a
discussion about reducing the tax burden” he ponders.
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resources, it generates other costs: logistics, training, use of unskilled labor,
etc. For example, if a builder will erect
an industrial shed and chooses to use
a precast, in two months the work is
completed. But, as it is a precast,
ICMS (state VAT) will be levied on the
parts, which means 18% on the value.
If, however, the construction company
builds a construction site, buy cement,
prepare the concrete etc., the ISS (service tax) will be levied, which is 5%.
This difference between the taxes can
make the construction company choose for the least costly and not the most
appropriate to their needs”, continues
Spada. “For reasons such as these
we have the Brazil cost as high as it
is, which makes the joy of competitors from other countries, whose tax
models are more efficient than ours”,
he concludes.
Another preponderant aspect in
any proposed tax reform must be the
containment of the fiscal war. “It is literally deteriorating the finances of the
states”, says Spada. “The fiscal war affects the federative balance itself; the
principle of cooperation among states. This condemns our country to delay and loss of competitiveness”, he
emphasizes.
It is almost certain that the tax reform will not enter the agenda of the National Congress in 2018, being put aside for the next legislature. And, among
the many proposals presented, the
one that is considered the most consistent by the analysts is that of the deputy from Paraná Luiz Carlos Hauly, rapporteur of the tax reform.
If the proposal passes, ICMS, ISS,
IPI, Cofins, Cide, Education-Salary, IOF,
PIS and Pasep will be absorbed by the
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PROFILE

Viviene Bauer is
a partner of an
auditing firm,
has two small
daughters and
has just taken
on the role
of technical
advisor at IAA
SB. And warns:
her goal is to be
more and more
productive!

Energy and love
for the profession
A

In the beginning, everything was new for
t age 35, Viviene Bauer is an audit partthe teenager born in the neighborhood of
ner at BDO and has an amazing work
experience for someone who has not Campo Limpo, in São Paulo, daughter of an
automotive parts dealer and a public servant.
even reached 40.
“I started working early”, she explains. “I “But I realized that this would be my path, and
was 16 when I joined the report review de- I chose to study Accounting Sciences”, she
recalls. “And in the first year of the course,
partment of an auditing firm, Terco Grant
I was already working in the area”, says the
Thornton. Thanks to this job, I discovered
and began to be interested in audit and ac- auditor, who graduated from the Faculty of
Economics, Administration and Accounting
counting”, she says.
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Sciences at the University of São Paulo (FEA“Time has shown me that there is no
USP) and attended an MBA at Fundação
magical formula to resolve this impasse, beGetulio Vargas (FGV), with an exchange at
cause each case is different, and I see that
the Kenan-Flagler Business School of the
an individual look is just what is missing.
University of North CarTalking openly about
olina (UNC).
these issues is the first
“I started at RCS
step towards better inAuditoria e Consultoteraction between comria in 2001, but in 2006
panies and employees”,
I went to Pricewatershe advises.
TIME HAS SHOWN ME
houseCoopers (PwC). I
“The main question
THAT
THERE
IS
NO
stayed there for only a
is: how to retain women
year. In September 2007,
so
they become busiMAGICAL FORMULA
I returned to RCS, which
ness leaders? I, for exTO RESOLVE THE
became BDO in 2011.
ample, had no doubt
IMPASSE
BETWEEN
Today, I am a partner”.
that I would go back to
According to Viviene,
work on my two leaves.
MATERNITY AND
the fact of being a womMore than that, I could
WORK, AND I SEE
an has never disrupted
not wait! But this is very
THAT
AN
INDIVIDUAL
her career – the fact that
private for every womshe was young, howevan. I feel more excited
LOOK IS JUST
er, has imposed some
when I have a producWHAT IS MISSING
obstacles. “It’s comtive day. I come home
mon, at the clients, to
tired but still at dinner
deal with older people,
time and enjoy the end
who somehow ‘doubt’
of the night with the
our ability. I understand
family” she says.
it to be a natural process. As you gain the trust of these people, INTENSE RHYTHM
the difficulties disappear”, she says. And she
Viviene Bauer assumed the position of Dipoints out: “In the case of trainees too, be- rector of Administration and Finance for the
cause I have worked with some older than
I am. But I have always overcome the challenges”, she says.
Although she has never noticed any problem at work because she is a woman, Viviene
acknowledges that the firms feel a certain
insecurity when hiring young women who
may become pregnant. “The employer wonders, ‘will she come back? And, when she
does, will continue with the same degree of
dedication, with the same performance? On
the other hand, the employee also tends to
be afraid of not reconciling motherhood with
work, or being passed over in future promotions”, describes Viviene, herself the mother
of Alice, 4 years old, and Luisa, 3.
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“One of the issues that most interests me is
qualification”, says Viviene. She believes that the
degree course itself needs to be revised, as new
standards come up constantly and one needs
to be attentive to remain updated. “This year, for
example, we have the challenge of implementing IFRS 9 and 15”, notes the auditor. “Degree
in information technology will be an increasingly necessary complement, since computerization is a trend that only grows”, she points out.
For the young people who are thinking of
joining the area, Viviene says: “This is a challenging profession, which has been increasingly recognized in the market and offers
many opportunities for personal and professional growth. But it’s important, fundamental, to always study and be very dedicated.”

PASSION FOR TRAVEL

2018/2020 term of Ibracon’s 5th Regional Section, which comprises the States of
São Paulo, Paraná, Mato
Grosso and Mato Grosso
do Sul. In addition to this
new position, the auditor
is engaged in other paralDEGREE IN
lel activities: “I am a memINFORMATION
ber of Ibracon’s Auditing
Standards Committee
TECHNOLOGY WILL
(CNA), and was recently
BE AN INCREASINGLY
appointed technical adviNECESSARY
sor at the IAASB (InternaCOMPLEMENT, SINCE
tional Auditing and Assurance Standards Board)”,
COMPUTERIZATION
she says. “I believe that
IS A TREND THAT
participating in the disONLY GROWS
cussions about our profession will be a remarkable experience, and I am
aware of the responsibility
that I have assumed in becoming an Ibracon representative in this renowned agency. My challenge is mainly to balance my professional agenda with the deep
dedication that this new role demands”, summarizes the auditor.
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From time to time, Viviene shuts down her
routine and delves into her favorite pastime:
traveling!
“I enjoy the vacation leaves, the long holidays a lot. I love spending time with my family, with my husband”, she says, referring to
José Carlos, also an accountant, whom Viviene met at the Terco’s time and with whom
she has been married for ten years. “There
is a huge list of countries we want to visit.”
According to her, this pleasure in traveling
around the world is connected to her good
childhood moments. “I have great memories
of traveling with my parents and my younger
brother, Fábio. I hope to provide these delicious experiences to my daughters as well.
I believe that, by traveling, we learn more
about ourselves and we create bonds with
people and places that remain forever in our
memory” she says, enthusiastically.
And for the future, what are the plans?
“To be more and more productive”, she
says, excited. “I wake up to work out at 5:30
in the morning. At 10:30 p.m., I’m already lying down. It is in this busy schedule that I intend to do everything I want, I long for, I need.
I know that by organizing it right, I will get everything done.”
And would anyone doubt it?

Ilustration: Ingram Image

COMPLIANCE

Building a
more ethical
country
Audit –
independent or
internal – and
adherence to
compliance
standards are
fundamental
tools to minimize
fraud risks.

A

n International Monetary Fund (IMF)
study, published in 2016, shows that
the overall cost of corruption was US$
2 trillion – 2% of the world’s Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). In Brazil, studies by the Federation of Industries of the State of São Paulo
(Fiesp) estimate a loss of close to 2.3% of the
national GDP – thus slightly higher than the
world’s index, representing around R$ 200 billion per year. “Brazil occupies today the 79th
position, among 176 countries, in the International Transparency’s ranking about the perception of corruption in the world”, informs the
consultant Magnus Wolfram, expert in Business Management, Economics and Corporate Finance from Fundação Getúlio Vargas
(FGV-SP).
In addition to undermining the country’s
reputation, the bad practices of politicians and
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officials from different spheres of power affect
the economy, as they burden markets, take
away the companies’ competitiveness and affect their credibility with foreign investors, turning the credit more scarce and, consequently, more expensive.
The accountant – and more specifically
the auditor, whether internal or independent
– and compliance consultants are then the
key players for the best practices, whether in
private companies or public agencies, to become a reality.
According to Daniel Kalansky, lawyer, professor at Insper and vice president of the Brazilian Institute of Business Law (Ibrademp),
“internal and external audits, as well as the
implementation of an efficient and updated
compliance system, aim to ensure the integrity of accounting information, and operational
and financial processes. It is up to the internal
audit to monitor, evaluate and also recommend the necessary improvements. These
bodies have the function of assessing whether controls are operating effectively to mitigate risks from outside and within the organization”, he says.
Kalansky points out: “An effective compliance system can prevent fraud risks in a company by implementing a reporting channel, for
example. It worth noting that a properly formatted control environment is beneficial for

Photo: personal file
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protecting equity and attracts market recognition, which tends to value the diligent character of good managers. What is important
is there to be real higher-level engagement
for the effective implementation of an integrity culture that permeates the entire company.”

BRAZIL OCCUPIES
TODAY THE 79TH
POSITION, AMONG
176 COUNTRIES, IN
THE INTERNATIONAL
TRANSPARENCY’S
RANKING ABOUT
THE PERCEPTION
OF CORRUPTION
IN THE WORLD
Magnus Wolfram

INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL AUDITS,
AS WELL AS THE
IMPLEMENTATION
OF AN EFFICIENT
AND UPDATED
COMPLIANCE
SYSTEM, AIM
TO ENSURE THE
INTEGRITY OF
ACCOUNTING
INFORMATION,
AND OPERATIONAL
AND FINANCIAL
PROCESSES
Daniel Kalansky

SCANDALS VERSUS COMPLIANCE
Lawyer Eli Loria, former director of the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission
(CVM), observes that scandals of great national repercussion – such as the various accusations related to Lava Jato Operation and the
surprising failures in management and governance detected by Carne Fraca Operation,
which started in 2017 – are closely related to
the companies’ flawed corporate governance
and compliance model.
MARCH 2018
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“Acting in accordance with the best practices and legal provisions is not the sole responsibility of a specific manager or area, but
of all the governance agents of the organization”, says Loria. “From the moment there is an

ACTING IN
ACCORDANCE
WITH THE BEST
PRACTICES AND
LEGAL PROVISIONS
IS NOT THE SOLE
RESPONSIBILITY OF A
SPECIFIC MANAGER
OR AREA, BUT OF ALL
THE GOVERNANCE
AGENTS OF THE
ORGANIZATION

Eli Loria
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THE SIMPLE USE
OF CONFORMITY
SYSTEMS OR TOOLS
IS NOT SUFFICIENT
TO PREVENT THE
RISKS OF FRAUD
OCCURRENCE

Alberto Whitaker

ethical failure from the management, there is
room for a series of other irregularities.”
As a way of establishing preventive measures to avoid circumventing the companies’
control environment, the experts interviewed
by Revista Transparência affirm that corporate
governance must relate directly to the organization’ identity, influencing the ethical deliberation and guiding the performance of the governance agents and the compliance system.
They also mention the importance of developing and monitoring strict policies to fill positions, always putting the professional’s technical excellence in the forefront. “I also suggest
rigorously analyzing the risks arising from internal or external factors that could compromise
the company’s results; periodically assess the
organization’s internal control policy; establish channels of communication that guarantee confidentiality and anonymity; implement
strict control systems, especially in areas of

NECESSARY INVESTMENT
Sérgio Oliveira, expert in audit and risk management with more than 20 years of experience in the Advisory area, explains that every internal control has limitations – but that,
even so, it is worthwhile for companies to invest in fraud prevention. “Unfortunately, the
human factor is a major constraint. Just as
people create controls, they also create ways
to circumvent them”, he notes. “For example,
if a particular transaction needs approval and
the person responsible for the business and
the approver agrees, it is easier to circumvent
the control. No control is infallible – of course,
certain patterns can be observed to make
them safer, such as replacing manual controls with automatic controls, for example. But
we cannot believe, under any circumstances,
that investing in internal governance mechanisms would not be a good decision. The existence and functioning of these mechanisms
minimizes the fraud risk and, yes, companies
without these mechanisms are exposed to a
lot more risks”, he clarifies.

According to Oliveira, “investing in these
instruments, including training and application of penalties to those who fail to comply
with what is established, strengthens the internal control environment, minimizing not only
the fraud risk but also the occurrence of errors that can generate financial losses many
times significant”. He also argues that good
governance practices must be on the agenda every day, “strengthening or even establishing a corporate culture within that concept.”

Photo: personal file

high risk (such as supplier relationship) and to
continuously assess the system”, says Eli Loria.
Alberto Whitaker, vice-president of the
Board of Directors of the Brazilian Institute
of Corporate Governance (IBGC), considers
that “the simple use of compliance systems
or tools is not sufficient to prevent the risks
of fraud occurrence.” And concludes: “I highlight the relevance of the activities of the Audit Committee, the risk management area and
also the activities of the Board of Directors
and the Supervisory Board, regarding oversight and monitoring. But I insist: the challenge is in the organizations’ human dimension and for this it is necessary an ongoing
oversight of attitudes, vigilance around the
commitment to comply with internal and external rules”, he emphasizes.

UNFORTUNATELY, THE
HUMAN FACTOR IS A
MAJOR CONSTRAINT.
JUST AS PEOPLE
CREATE CONTROLS,
THEY ALSO
CREATE WAYS TO
CIRCUMVENT THEM
Sérgio Oliveira
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CHANGES FROM LAWS TO RULES
Lava-Jato Operation became an
icon of fight against the corruption by
its reach and the great visibility in the
press. But it should be stressed that
it would not have existed without major changes in the country’s legislation.
Special mention to the Law of Prevention and Fight Against Money Laundering (Law 12,683/2012) and Anti-corruption Law (Law 12,846/2013), as
well as the modernization of the Federal Police structure and the greater autonomy of the Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office (MPF).
And this siege to fraud risks tends
to get even more strict. Regulators of
the Independent Auditor profession in
Brazil are analyzing the process of implementing the Noclar - Responding
to Non-Compliance with Laws and
Regulations standard, of the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants (Iesba), already adopted in
several countries.
As a result of a long hearing process in more than 100 countries since
the beginning of this decade, NOCLAR
is aligned with different international
treaties and is absolutely clear: whenever encountering nonconformities
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and illegalities, the Accounting professional must report them to the appropriate agencies.
Currently, the Accounting professional’s code of ethics makes it clear
that the professional must ensure that
his services are not used for illegal or
unlawful activities. This is a basic assumption. But the new rule will be aligned with every progress made in combating corruption, preventing money
laundering and other crimes, providing guarantees for the professional
to be able to report these nonconformities or illegalities. The standard
also addresses that an environment
that does not protect the professionals
from reprisals or other similar actions
may cause them to conclude that they
should not report the matter.
Despite the consensus that Noclar
is a breakthrough – and an important
ally in the fight against corruption – it
still has issues under discussion, with
a view to its improvement. For example, there is a need to align Noclar with
the Brazilian legal framework, so that
professionals are safe and protected
when it is time to report inconsistencies to the appropriate agencies.

DRIPS AND SPLASHES

Photo: Ibracon’s File

New CRCSP board

I

bracon participated in the inauguration of the new Board of the Regional Accounting Council of the State of São Paulo (CRCSP) for
the 2018/2019 biennium. Held on February 23, the solemn session
counted on the participation of accounting leaders and professionals
of the sector as well as political authorities, such as the mayor of the
city of São Paulo, João Doria Jr.
Representing the Institute, Eduardo Pocetti, chairman of the Board of
Directors; Francisco Sant’Anna, president of the National Board, and
Carlos Pires, president of the 5th Regional Section. The new CRCSP
management is led by the president, Marcia Ruiz Alcazar.

Ibracon and CFC

Photo: Ibracon’s File

69 years of Sescon-SP
and Aescon-SP

T

he chairman of the Ibracon’s Board of Directors, Eduardo Pocetti ; the president of the National Board, Francisco Sant’Anna; the
president of Ibracon’s 5th Regional Section, Carlos Pires; and the director of the 5th Regional Section, Valdir Campos Costa, participated
in the commemoration of the 69th anniversary of the Association of
Accounting Service and Advisory, Expert Witness, Information and
Research Firms of the State of São Paulo (Sescon-SP) and the Association of Accounting Service Firms of the State of São Paulo (Aescon-SP). During the ceremony, the former member of Ibracon’s Board
of Directors, Pedro Melo, was one of the winners of the Annibal de
Freitas medal, in recognition of the significant services provided to
society and Accounting. The event took place at Clube Atlético Monte Líbano, in São Paulo.

Inauguration of the
new CRCSC board

R
Photo: CFC file

epresented by Francisco Sant’Anna, president of the National
Board, Ibracon honored the inauguration ceremony of the new
directors of the Regional Accounting Council of Santa Catarina (CRCSC), held on January 26. Marcelo Alexandre Seemann continues in
the chair of the Board in the 2018/2019 term.

I

bracon and the Federal Accounting Council (CFC) held an institutional meeting at the CFC’s headquarters in Brasilia on February 7.
Representing Ibracon were the chairman of the Ibracon’s Board of Directors, Eduardo Pocetti, the President of the National Board, Francisco Sant’Anna, and the general superintendent, Marco Aurelio Fuchida.
From the CFC, the president Zulmir Ivânio Breda and the Technical
vice president Idésio Coelho attended the meeting.
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Ibracon / Febraban Meeting

R

epresentatives of Ibracon and the Brazilian Federation of Banks
(Febraban) met to discuss technical matters of interest to the entities. The meeting took place on February 22 at Febraban headquarters, in São Paulo.
Among the subjects discussed, highlights to the standard IFRS 9 - Financial Instruments, which brings fundamental changes in the accounting for financial instruments and supersedes IAS 39 - Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement.
Representing Ibracon, participated in the meeting Adriana Caetano,
Technical area manager; Rogério Motta, coordinator of the National
Technical Standards Committee (CNNT); Dario Lima and Thiago Bernet, members of CNNT; and Paulo Barbosa, member of the Financial
Institutions Working Group (WG).

Ibracon and Anbima
discuss technical issues

CVM receives Ibracon in
meeting in Rio de Janeiro

I

R

Diretoria do CFC

Ibracon and CVM discuss
Costs of Compliance

bracon and the Brazilian Association of Capital and Financial Markets Entities (Anbima) held a meeting on January 17 to address
technical issues involving the areas of operation of both of them. The
event took place at the Anbima’s headquarters, in São Paulo. Adriana Caetano, Ibracon’s Technical manager, represented the Institute.
Among the topics discussed, we highlight the adoption of the Key Audit Matters (KAMs) section for all audit reports of the investment fund
industry and the application of CVM Ruling 577 to the funds contemplated in CVM Ruling 555, which have quotas of Private Equity Funds
(FIPs) – CVM 579.

I

bracon participated in the inauguration ceremony in Brasilia of the
new Board of the Federal Accounting Council (CFC) for the 2018/2019
term and of the members elected for the 2018/2021 term. Representing the Institute were president of the National Board, Francisco
Sant’Anna, and the general superintendent, Marco Aurelio Fuchida.

CRCRS Board

I

bracon participated in the inauguration ceremony of the new members of the Board and the 36 members of the Regional Accounting
Council of Rio Grande do Sul (CRCRS). The new president, accountant Ana Tércia Lopes Rodrigues, is the first woman to assume the
entity’s presidency. The Institute was represented at the event by the
president of the National Board, Francisco Sant’Anna.

epresentatives of Ibracon met on February 19 with Marcelo Barbosa, president of the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM), at the entity’s headquarters, in Rio de Janeiro.
The objective of the meeting was to maintain the institutional relationship between the two entities and to discuss matters of interest
to the independent audit activity and the market regulated by CVM.
The occasion also marked the first meeting involving the new president of Ibracon’s National Board for the 2018/2020 term, Francisco
Maldonado Sant’Anna, and the CVM president.

R

epresentatives of Ibracon and the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM) met at the entity’s headquarters, in Rio de
Janeiro, on January 17. The meeting discussed the CVM’s strategic
project on “Costs of Compliance”, aimed at improving the entity’s regulation. The president of Ibracon’s National Board, Francisco Sant’Anna, considered as very important the CVM’s initiative to seek a reduction in the cost of compliance and, in particular, to seek contributions
from market players who are directly affected.

Visita do presidente do
Sescon-SP e Aescon-SP

T

he chairman of Ibracon’s Board of Directors Eduardo Pocetti participated in the opening of the “Seminar on Management and Strategic Planning of the Accounting System” for the next 10 years. Organized by the Federal Accounting Council (CFC), the event took place from
February 19 to 21 at the CFC headquarters in Brasilia. In his speech,
Eduardo Pocetti said that Ibracon has been mobilizing more and more
to “work together with all entities so that the gains of these partnerships can result in the strengthening and recognition of our profession.”
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CFC Seminar

I

bracon has received, on February 8, the visit of Marcio Massao Shimomoto, president of the Association of Accounting Service and
Advisory, Expert Witness, Information and Research Firms the State
of São Paulo (Sescon-SP) and the Association of Accounting Service
Firms of the State of São Paulo (Aescon-SP). Ibracon was represented by Eduardo Pocetti, chairman of the Board of Directors; the president of the National Board, Francisco Sant’Anna; the president of the
5th Regional Section, Carlos Pires; and the general superintendent,
Marco Aurelio Fuchida. Shimomoto’s visit was aimed at congratulating
Ibracon new board and reaffirming its commitment to contributing to
the Institute’s work, for the strengthening of the accounting profession.
MARCH 2018
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IBRACON’S 8HT CONFERENCE

8th Brazilian Conference on Accounting and
Independent Audit will address cyber risks
and the future of the profession

Photo: Flávio Roberto Guarnieri

The event will bring
together speakers to analyze
the audit’s directions
globally, discuss trends and
evaluate innovations that
impact the audit practice

T

he future of the profession in a
changing world will be one of
the main topics discussed at the
8th Brazilian Conference on Accounting and Independent Audit that the
Institute of Independent Auditors of
Brazil (Ibracon) will hold on June 11
and 12, from 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
at the Bradesco Theater in São Paulo.
As has already been the case in
previous editions, the Conference will
bring together speakers from Brazil and abroad to analyze the directions of audit in global terms, discuss
trends and evaluate innovations that
directly impact the audit practice.
Technological innovations are revolutionizing the independent audit activity. These advances have a very
special meaning today, when Brazil
is carrying out an unprecedented process of fighting corruption. In this scenario, the 8th conference will emphasize technological aspects and the
impacts on the independent audit activity and the future of the profession.
In addition to the technological
axis, the conference will address
topics that contribute to the inclusion of Brazilian professionals in the
forefront of independent audit, such
as the debate on International Public
Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS),
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Financial Audit and Transparency and
on the relationship of the audit with
the audited entity’s governance.
Confirmed panels include: “The
impact of cyber risks on the corporate world”; “Public Sector: IPSAS, Financial Audit and Transparency”; “IFRS News”; “Relationship
of the Audit with the Entity’s Governance”; “Application of new technologies in the Independent Audit” and
“Audit Reports”. Soon the names of
the main speakers will be announced
on Ibracon’s website.
“In times of technological disruption, when expressions such as big
data, artificial intelligence and data
analytics become increasingly present in the corporate universe, any
discussion about the future of Independent Audit goes hand in hand
with the issue of new technologies”
Francisco Sant’Anna, president of
Ibracon, explains. “For this reason,
we have tried to give this subject its
well-deserved mention: we will talk
about what already exists, but also
about the ongoing changes and what

they should entail in the medium and
long term.”
Disruptive technologies also had
ample space at the conference last
year when IBM, for example, introduced Watson, its artificial intelligence
tool, and representatives of the Federal Public Prosecutor’s Office and
the National Association of Federal Chief Police Officers (ADPF) have
shown how information intelligence
in the digital age has contributed to
the detection of fraud, money laundering and other crimes. “New angles
and new approaches to equally complex issues will be addressed in 2018”,
says Ibracon’s president.
“In addition to playing a key role
in updating the independent auditor
and bringing information that helps
the day-to-day of professionals of auditing firms of all sizes, Ibracon conferences are also conducive to networking”, says Sant’Anna. “That is,
from the debates to the interaction
with other market representatives, the
Conference is a must for those who
work in the sector”, he concludes.

100%

is que
dos profissiona
os do
fizeram os curs
ecem sua
Ibracon reconh
alidade!
relevância e qu
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Você decide
como quer
estudar:
cursos

presenciais
e à distância.

O IBRACON OFERECE AS MELHORES OPÇÕES EM
EDUCAÇÃO CONTINUADA. ONDE E QUANDO VOCÊ QUISER.
O Ibracon é capacitador nato
do Programa de Educação Profissional
Continuada do Conselho Federal de
Contabilidade (CFC), alinhado às normas
de Ensino da International Federation
of Accountants (IFAC).
Oferece aos profissionais da
Contabilidade uma ampla gama
de cursos presenciais e à distancia
por meio de 7 Seções Regionais
em todo o Brasil.
Conheça a nossa programação para 2018:

www.ibracon.com.br

São cerca de 120 atividades
educacionais promovidas anualmente
para mais de 3.000 profissionais.
Referência em conteúdo, qualidade
dos instrutores, aplicação prática
e custo x benefício, segundo os
próprios participantes.
Os cursos do Ibracon são o sinal verde
para você sair na frente e avançar
em sua vida profissional.

BRAINSTORM

SINAL VERDE
PARA SEU SUCESSO
PROFISSIONAL.

CONTINUED EDUCATION
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With the offer
of 82 Continued
Professional
Education (EPC)
activities and the
participation of
1,936 participants,
Ibracon had a
very productive
2017 – the goal
is to further
increase these
indicators
in 2018.

Learning
that never
stops
I

n 2017, Ibracon offered 82 Continued
Professional Education (EPC) activities
throughout the country, with the participation of 1,936 participants, in addition to expanding the offer of distance learning courses.
In total, 616.5 hours were provided for skills
improvement.
The Regional Sections played a fundamental role in obtaining this large number
of benefited professionals, since all
were mobilized to promote activities of Continued Professional
Education in their respective
jurisdictions. The 5th Regional
Section, for example, which
includes São Paulo, Paraná,
Mato Grosso and Mato
Grosso do Sul, promoted no less than 50 activities of this nature, training
1,121 participants and
fulfilling a workload of
324 hours.

If we go beyond last year and analyze the
last 3 years, we will see that 260 courses were
held, which trained 6,387 professionals in Audit and Accounting. The most intense year
was 2016: due to the adoption of the New Independent Auditor’s Report, 98 courses were
held, and 2,626 professionals trained.
“These are impressive numbers. However,
more than quantity, Ibracon’s goal is to act as
a quality trainer, focusing on more advanced
accounting and audit training”, explains Tadeu Cendón, the entity’s Professional Development Director.
Cendón explains that, since 2016, the Federal Accounting Council’s (CFC) Continued
Professional Education Program (PEPC) has
undergone transformations, and Ibracon, as
an accredited training entity, has adapted its
program in order to contemplate the new demands, considering mainly the change in the
Continued Professional Education standard
(NBC PG 12), which extended the obligation to
comply with the PEPC. “The decision reaches
all independent auditors, as well as the technical responsible persons, heads and managers of departments that are involved in the
preparation of the financial statements of entities regulated by the Central Bank of Brazil
(CBB), by the Superintendence of Private Insurances (Susep), by the Brazilian Securities
and Exchange Commission (CVM) and large
organizations”, Cendón comments, adding
that, up to 2015 the rule was valid only for the
professionals who performed audits at companies of the regulated market and for those
registered with the National Registry of Independent Auditors (CNAI).
According to Cendón, in 2018 Ibracon intends to release the course “Audit for Companies of Minor Complexity”, which derives from
a Manual on this topic, developed by the entity
since 2016. “Our focus, with this work, are the

Small and Medium-sized Auditing Firms (FAPMP)”, Cendón says. “Brazil is still a little audited country”, he says. “And when we say little
audited, we are referring to small and medium-sized companies, which demand FAPMP
services. This course has the objective of demystifying the concept that auditing standards
are one, that they are independent of the size
of the business being audited. This change
of focus will give more legitimacy to a more
objective audit, without giving up the inherent quality of this process”, Cendón continues.
EXCELLENCE IN STUDENTS’
ASSESSMENT
Both the market and the students recognize
that Ibracon’s EPC actions have a high degree of excellence: 88% of the participants
considered that the activities they participated at Ibracon helped a lot in their professional development. For Cendón, who had his
term as Professional Development Director
renewed for another three years, good acceptance should serve as a stimulus for the
expansion and constant improvement of activities: “My goal in this new cycle is to promote greater integration among regional professional development boards, with the goal
of maximizing the trainings’ program and
content” he says. Ibracon is part of the Continued Professional Education Commission
(CEPC) along with representatives from the
Professional Development area of the CFC
and the CRCs, which together are responsible for updating the NBC PA 12 standard,
which establishes the PEPC. “In 2017, Ibracon was present at the CEPC and CFC meetings, precisely to manage the program for the
Independent Audit area. Seven CEPC meetings were held, occasions on which 598 cases were analyzed, totaling 4,175 accredited
courses/events”, says the Director.
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NEW MANAGEMENT

Francisco
Sant’Anna takes
over the Ibracon’s
Presidency with
the commitment
to continue
evolving with
regard to the
service provided
to the members,
delimit the
duties and
responsibilities of
the independent
auditor and
expand
communication
with society

Francisco Sant’Anna: “Every independent auditor must defend ethics and act against corruption.”

T

he new Board of the Institute of Independent Auditors of Brazil (Ibracon)
took office at the beginning of the year,
composed of president Francisco Antonio
Maldonado Sant’Anna and the directors Rogério Hernandez Garcia (Technical Director),
Francisco de Paula dos Reis Júnior (Administration and Finance), Tadeu Cendón Ferreira (Professional Development), Clinton Leandro Fernandes (Communication) and Monica
Foerster (Small and Medium-sized Auditing
Firms – FAPMP).
The new management has the mission
of improving what has already been done,
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especially in the service provided to members,
in the delimitation of the duties and responsibilities of the independent auditor and in the
communication with society. In this sense, it is
extremely relevant that for the National Board
and the Board of Directors to act together, following the Governance model implemented
in the last managements.
Eduardo Pocetti, who headed the National Board from 2012 to 2014 and chaired the
Board of Directors in the past management
(from 2015 to 2017), will remain in office for another term. Francisco Sant’Anna, the new National Board President, arrives at the position

profession: “These are measures that require
pleading for the profession’s causes and prerogatives with regulatory agencies, for example”, he says. “It is fundamental that we continue with the strengthening of the institutional
relations and the search for improvement. In
fact, our challenges never end. Each pillar of
activity needs to be constantly strengthened.
The auditor’s work, so heavily regulated, is still
short of the recognition it deserves. It is with
this objective, this vision, that Ibracon needs
to tirelessly work”, he says.
Photo: Flavio Roberto Guarnieri
Eduardo Pocetti: chairman of the Board
of Directors for one more term.

Photo: Flavio Roberto Guarnieri

after an intense performance as Director of
Communications, for two consecutive terms.
Pocetti emphasizes that the Board of Directors will become even more present in the
Institute’s day to day: “In addition to the official, quarterly meetings, we will be more attentive to the day-to-day discussions and will
be there to support the National Board. Finally, our goal is to intensify our involvement;
is to become more active in the discussions
and approvals of goals and strategies”, he
sums up.
Pocetti emphasizes that many important measures should be taken in the coming years, to defend the interests of the

Eduardo Pocetti: presidente do Conselho de Administração por mais um mandato.
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The current chairman of the Board also
points out that small and medium-sized firms
will gain more representation from now on.
“We already had a member from the small and
medium-sized firms, and in this term we will
have two more. In other words, in addition to
the five big firms sitting on the Board, we have
now achieved a greater balance. We see this
as very positive”, says Pocetti.

Sant’Anna. “We want to attract the best talents in the future.”
Sant’Anna also reveals the intention to
stimulate greater female participation in discussions about the direction of the profession.
“For a long time, the Audit and Accounting environment was predominantly masculine. This
reality is changing and we want Ibracon to be
a mirror of these new times”, he says.

NEW PRESIDENT
Francisco Sant’Anna highlights the quest for
excellence as one of his main objectives ahead of Ibracon’s National Board: “We want
more and more independent auditors to participate in our entity and feel well served and
fully represented”, he says.
“We live in an interesting moment, in
which our profession is increasingly perceived as being of public interest. This broader exposure is positive, but it also poses challenges” he says. “For example, we need to
improve people’s perception of our role by
showing that audit is not an insurance, a
guarantee or a quality seal, although it is
strongly connected to good governance”,
says Sant’Anna.
This greater transparency in communication goes hand in hand with the challenge of
delimiting responsibilities. “People tend to interpret the independent auditor’s role as that
of an investigator, who will not let any detail
escape, ever. But that is not so, we have our
limits, because, among other factors, we work
by sampling. One cannot confuse independent audit of financial statements with forensic
audit, this with the primary objective of fraud
identification”, he continues.
The unlimited responsibility assigned to
auditing firms is also a focal point of Ibracon’s president. “Unlike in other countries, such
as France and the United States, where there
is limited liability, here in Brazil, in general, we
are obliged to bear, unlimitedly and in solidarity, civil responsibility. And that discourages
many professionals to enter this career”, says

ETHICS AND TRANSPARENCY
“Accounting and independent audit have
been responsive to the compliance demand that emanates from society” emphasizes Sant’Anna. “And we’ve taken important steps. For example, Brazil has adopted
the new International Public Sector Accounting Standards (IPSAS). This is fundamental
for the balancing of public accounts and the
fight against corruption, as well as being a significant benchmark for competitive insertion
in the global scenario, and a clear commitment to ethics and transparency”, says Ibracon’s new president.
Sant’Anna also emphasizes that Brazil will
soon have to adhere to the new standard from
the International Ethics Standards Board for
Accountants (Iesba), named Responding to
Non-compliance with Laws and Regulations
(Noclar). “There are still points that need to
be aligned to comply with Brazilian legislation.
But in general terms, it can be said that the
Accounting professional gains an increasing
role in the fight against corruption, and this
will be one of the fundamental points of our
management”, he concludes.
REGIONAL SECTIONS
At the seven Ibracon’s Regional Sections, there were three re-elected presidents: Paolo
Giuseppe Lima de Araújo, from the 1st Regional Section, whose jurisdiction covers Ceará,
Piauí, Rio Grande do Norte, Maranhão, Pará,
Amazonas, Amapá, Roraima, Acre and Rondônia; Paulo Buzzi Filho, from the 3rd Regional Section, with jurisdiction over the States of

Photo: personal file

Marcelo de Deus Saweryn also left the
presidency of the 6th Regional Section (Rio
Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina) after two
terms. In his place, we have Paulo Ricardo
Pinto Alaniz.
At the 9th Regional Section, with jurisdiction over the State of Bahia, it was again the
turn of a woman: Shirley Nara Santos Silva is
the new president. Moreover, women’s participation also increased in the 2nd and 6th
Regional Sections, with the presence of the
directors Adriana Rodrigues Pereira da Silva and Tanha Maria Lauermann Schneider,
respectively.

Photo: CRCCE file

Rio de Janeiro and Espírito Santo; and Paulo Cezar Santana, from the 4th regional section, with jurisdiction over Minas Gerais, Federal District, Tocantins and Goiás.
At the 2nd Regional Section, José Vital
Pessoa Monteiro Filho replaced Marcelo Galvão Guerra, who held the presidency for two
consecutive terms in this jurisdiction that includes the States of Alagoas, Paraíba, Pernambuco and Sergipe. At the 5th Regional
Section, which includes São Paulo, Paraná,
Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul, Sergio Antonio Dias da Silva leaves and enters
Carlos Augusto Pires.

Photo: Flávio Roberto Guarnieri

Carlos Augusto Pires,
president of the 5th RS

Paulo Ricardo Pinto Alaniz,
president of the 6 th RS
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Paulo Cezar Santana,
president of the 4th RS

Photo: personal file

Paulo Buzzi Filho, president of
the 3rd RS

Photo: Flávio Roberto Guarnieri

José Vital Pessoa Monteiro
Filho, president of the 2nd RS

Photo: Flávio Roberto Guarnieri

Paolo Giuseppe Lima de Araújo,
president of the 1st RS

Shirley Nara Santos Silva,
president of the 9 th RS
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How is Ibracon’s new composition

From left to right: Rogério Hernandez Garcia, Technical Director; Clinton Leandro Fernandes, Director of Communication; Francisco de Paula dos Reis Junior,
Director of Administration and Finance; Francisco Antonio Maldonado Sant’Anna, President; Monica Foerster, Director of Small and Medium-sized Auditing
Firms (FAPMP); Tadeu Cendón Ferreira, Director of Professional Development; Marco Aurelio Fuchida, General Superintendent

NATIONAL BOARD
President
Francisco Antonio M. Sant’Anna
Technical Director
Rogério Hernandez Garcia
Director of Administration
and Finance
Francisco de Paula dos Reis
Júnior
Director of Professional
Development
Tadeu Cendón Ferreira
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Director of Communications
Clinton Leandro Fernandes
Director of Small and
Medium-sized Auditing
Firms (FAPMP)
Monica Foerster
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
Chairman
Eduardo Augusto Rocha Pocetti
Secretary
Charles Krieck

Members
Alexandre De Labetta Filho
Altair Tadeu Rossato
Carlos Augusto Pires
Eduardo Camillo Pachikoski
Francisco Antonio Maldonado
Sant’Anna
José Vital Pessoa Monteiro Filho
Luiz Sergio Vieira Filho
Marco Aurelio de Castro e Melo
Paolo Giuseppe Lima de Araújo
Paulo Buzzi Filho
Paulo Ricardo Pinto Alaniz
Paulo Cézar Santana
Raul Correa da Silva
Rogério Costa Rokembach
Shirley Nara Santos Silva

1st REGIONAL SECTION
Jurisdiction:
Ceará, Piauí, Rio Grande
do Norte, Maranhão, Pará,
Amazonas, Amapá, Roraima,
Acre e Rondônia.
President
Paolo Giuseppe Lima de Araújo
Technical Director
Carlos Santos Mota Filho
Director of Administration
and Finance
Tiago de Sá Barreto Bezerra

Director
Eliardo Araujo Lopes Vieira
2nd REGIONAL SECTION

Technical Director
Paulo José Machado

Director
Marcelo Salvador

Director of Administration
and Finance
Antonio Carlos Brandão de Sousa

5ª SEÇÃO REGIONAL

Director of Professional
Development
Luis Aurênio Alves Barretto

Jurisdiction:
Alagoas, Paraíba, Pernambuco
e Sergipe

Director
Antonio Ranha da Silva

President
José Vital Pessoa Monteiro Filho

Director
Bernardo Moreira Peixoto Neto

Technical Director
Pedro Paulo Thiago Gueiros
Malta Mendes

Director
Aníbal Manoel Gonçalves
de Oliveira

Director of Administration
and Finance
Nelson Mitimasa Jinzenji

4th REGIONAL SECTION

Director of Professional
Development
Marcelo Galvão Guerra
Director
Adriana Rodrigues Pereira
da Silva
Director
Alex Andrade Vaz da Silva
Director
Francisco da Silva Pimentel

Jurisdiction:
Minas Gerais, Distrito Federal,
Tocantins e Goias.
President
Paulo Cézar Santana
Technical Director
Flavio de Aquino Machado
Director of Administration
and Finance
Antonio Hilário Maia

Director of Administration
and Finance
Carlos Osvaldo Pereira Hoff

Jurisdiction:
São Paulo, Paraná, Mato Grosso
e Mato Grosso do Sul

Director of Professional
Development
Tanha Maria Lauermann
Schneider

President
Carlos Augusto Pires

Director
Américo Franklin Ferreira Neto

Technical Director
Marco Antonio de
Carvalho Fabbri

9th REGIONAL SECTION

Director of Administration
and Finance
Viviene de Paula Rosa
Alves Bauer
Director of Professional
Development
Valdir Renato Coscodai
Director
Aderbal Alfonso Hoppe
Director
Luiz Claudio Gaona Granados
Director
Valdir Campos Costa
6th REGIONAL SECTION

3rd REGIONAL SECTION

Director of Professional
Development
Fábio Abreu de Paula

Jurisdiction:
Rio Grande do Sul
e Santa Catarina

Jurisdiction:
Rio de Janeiro e Espírito Santo

Director
Hélio do Vale Ribeiro

President
Paulo Ricardo Pinto Alaniz

President
Paulo Buzzi Filho

Director
Anderson Luiz de Menezes

Technical Director
Cristiano Jardim Seguecio

Jurisdiction:
Bahia
President
Shirley Nara Santos Silva
Technical Director
Leandro Mauro Ardito
Director of Administration
and Finance
José Renato Mendonça
Director of Professional
Development
Paulo Ferreira Silveira
Director
Alexandre Lomanto
Maimone Neto
Director
Manoel Carlos Alves
dos Reis Junior
Ilustration: Ingram Image

Director of Professional
Development
Pretextato Salvador Quaresma
Gomes de Oliveira Mello
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ARTICLE
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Gilson
Schwartz*
Por
Gilson
Schwartz*

Blockchain,
the latest
Internet-driven
transformation,
revolutionizes
the relationship
between value and
transparency

The boundaries
of ‘Iconomics’
A

fter email, blogging, social networks
and the “youtubization” of the culture,
the fifth major transformation brought
about by the internet in contemporary society
is the probable revolution in the relations between value and transparency resulting from
the emergence of a new technological buzzword: the “blockchain”.
Other “portmanteaus”, which carry a plurality of meanings associated with a great
change in habits and perceptions, made the
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headlines: from “manufacturing 4.0” to “gamification”, to “smart cities”, and so on.
We know that waves of innovation follow
rhythmic or cyclic patterns, modulated by the
speed, depth and sustainability of the successively introduced innovations. A revolution, the
idea of a structural change that affects the
cyclical pattern itself, is always a daring hypothesis, especially at a time when the socalled “disruption” is understood as a virtually
continuous innovation, necessary, irreversible

and that can further increase the ecosystem
uncertainties, making the environment even
more complex (which requires more adaptation and even new disruptions).
Is “blockchain” another rhetorical trick
of digital marketing? What is the effective
change brought about by a technology that
promises to put an end to all known forms
of intermediation, recordING, validation, and
memory?
In my view, the various “revolutions” are
moments in which generalized expectations
of change of stage are created in the cycle or
until the emergence of new cycles and horizons, as it happens today, without yet having
a name for what is coming.
I perceive this emergent transformation as
the revelation (more than revolution) of “Iconomics”, or icon economy. That is, the definitive and protagonist integration of knowledge,
alongside energy, land, capital and labor, in
the organization of society, markets and governance in digital networks.
The “Iconomy” results from the convergence between the so-called “artificial intelligence” and the broad, deep and accelerated
organization of life around “images”.
Of course, this convergence comes from
long ago: it came about the moment a hominid began to scribble on the wall of the caves
in the expectation of interfering in some way
with his “program” -that is, the first action was
to “program” the cosmos through of a rudimentary symbolic interface associated with
the very survival of the caveman, projecting on
earth a combination of lived experience and
collective memory. From cave paintings to
computer languages, there has been a brutal
acceleration with the mastery of electric power, and the emergence of large urban poles
(every city is smart, or it would not be a city).
Lawrence J. Fogel, as early as 1960, experimented with stochastic optimization strategies, genetic algorithms in which the software emulates genetic operators such as
observed in nature. Recently, there was information on the interruption of a research
program on artificial intelligence because the

machines started, by themselves, to invent
their own language. It seems to be demonstrated by contemporary evidence that the
ability to create icons, to create language, is
the key to survival, and that digitalization significantly broadens horizons; shifts the border
between the creation of wealth (and hence its
representation through value icons) and our
ability to decode the creative process.
In the place of the survival of the strongest or most efficient or competitive, it is as
if a “law of symbolic competence” is finally
revealed, amid a kind
of digital Neo-Darwinism in which the evolution of the human being is inseparable from
THE ‘ICONOMY’
the processes of creation, dissemination
RESULTS FROM
and crisis produced by
THE CONVERGENCE
the spheres projected
BETWEEN THE SOby the collective intelliCALLED “ARTIFICIAL
gence on earth, in energy, in capital, in labor,
INTELLIGENCE” AND
and finally in the collecTHE BROAD, DEEP
tive capacity of collaboAND ACCELERATED
rating and, thus, sharing
intelligence.
ORGANIZATION OF
The main question
LIFE AROUND IMAGES
that no artificial intelligence will solve is of a
moral, political and even
religious order for some
social groups: what is
the purpose of this intelligence? Does it come
from intelligence itself, or is there some transcendental source that asserts itself in the
pursuit of transparency in the relationships
between human, non-human and cycles of
nature? How to program, deprogram or reprogram the action of experience, resistance
or survival in a digital biosphere? Who will
control this bio-politics? Certainly, the banks
are among those who stand out in the struggle for domination of this order of decisions.
They are virtually the only institutions that grow
throughout the cycle, passing through moments of concentration when an economic
MARCH 2018
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value production chains and even in social life
increasingly precarious.
In a general and purely logical way, this is
a fact since at least the founding of the theater in Antiquity: the human being has the
ability to combine action with representation.
From there, the representation system itself
may “come to life” and begin to command
(sometimes, in a phantasmagorical fashion)
the actions of individuals, collectively programming the destiny of each and every one,
with evident risk of violence, totalitarianism
and other forms of barbarism that demand
the extinction of transparency, the limitation
of democracy and the hierarchy of beings –
some will naturally be “programmed” to become “superior”.
From cars that are remotely driven to the
treatment of numerous diseases by telemedicine, the risks to freedom, diversity, privacy
and human creativity are an inherent part of
this representational dimension that, from the
prehistoric cave to the digital social network,
always make human intelligence as something
“artificial”, that is, it exists outside our bodies
and the animal, vegetable or mineral nature,
being able to gain autonomy without transparcrisis occurs (whatever the origin of the crisis, ency, supported and reinforcing ways of widening inequality. It seems like natural selection,
which is recurrent and inevitable).
Big data, smart cities, smart contracts, but it is artificial intelligence in the creation and
blockchain, cloud, monetization, gamifica- management of icons, codes, images.
The game between action and representation ... there are numerous words, trends and
tion is a game that can be programmed. Such
terms that, ultimately, lead to an extension to
programming, however, exists only in so far as
such intense point in process automation that
it has a purpose in space and time. “Iconomemployability of human beings itself, in the
ics” is the game in which this symbol econolong run, comes into question and is covered
my can create or destroy value (in a market,
by new uncertainties.
in a social network, in a public policy).
Therefore, not everything is determined
by technology. Who said that a career in a
*Professor of Audiovisual Economics in the Department of Cinema,
large bank operating on a global scale is more
Radio and TV of the School of Communications and Arts and the
promising than organizing a trading club us- Diversitas Interdisciplinary Post-Graduate Program at the Faculing digital currency in a territory for purely lo- ty of Philosophy, Arts and Human Sciences at USP. Created the
“City of Knowledge” research group at the Institute of Advanced
cal purposes? Which of these occupations is
Studies of USP. Author of “Brinco, Logo Aprendo – Videogames
more sustainable; which yields longer-lasting
e Moralidades Pós-Modernas” (Paulus Publishing House, 2016).
pecuniary (and other) income? The internet of
things (another trendy expression) contributes “This article reflects the views of the author, and not of Revista
Transparência. The publication is not responsible and cannot be
to give the impression that automation makes
held responsible for the information above or for loss or damage
the insertion of individuals in the market, in the
of any kind resulting from the use of this information.”
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IBRACON’S TRANSPARENCY AWARD

The winners of the 7 edition
of the Transparency Award
The work of Roberta that deserved
the laureate was the report “New standard allows the accountant to report irregularities”, published in May 2017, in
issue No. 36 of Jornal do Comércio do
Rio Grande do Sul.
“It was with great gratitude and joy
that I received the news that, among
so many quality works produced by fellow journalists from all over the counJournalist from Rio
try,
an article written by me was a winGrande do Sul and
ner”,
says Roberta. “In the days of Fake
student from Minas
News and a certain devaluation of speGerais are the winners
cialized journalism, focused mainly on
of the 7th Transparency
the printed edition, the TransparenAward in Journalism
cy Award in Journalism contributes to
and in Education
highlight the work done every day by
n its seventh edition, the Transpa- the Jornal do Comércio team: serious,
rency Award in Journalism and in
committed and responsible”, remarks
Education, promoted by Ibracon, the journalist.
had as winners the journalist RoberMarlon Freire Ramos won the Award
ta Mello and the student Marlon Frei- with the work “Analysis of PCAOB notes
re Ramos.
in the reports on Oversight of Brazilian
Auditing Firms”, authored by him, carried out under the guidance of Professor Gilberto Galinkin, from the Pontifical Catholic University of Minas Gerais
(PUC- Minas).
“It was in a conversation with coach
Alexandre Freitas that I became interested in the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB). I began
to research the matter and found that
PCAOB conducts oversight in several countries, including Brazil. I realized
that the subject was still little explored
here and I had the idea of dedicating
my monograph to expose the content of the PCAOB oversight of Brazilian auditing firms”, reports Marlon.
“This
opportunity brought by Ibracon
Roberta Mello
Photo: personal collection

I

Photo: personal collection

th

Marlon Freire Ramos

is fundamental to encourage students
to produce new knowledge in the area
of accounting and, most importantly, is
essential for the development and continuity of the accountant profession as a
whole. It seems like a dream, I’m really
happy”, celebrates the student.
The winners will make a cultural and
technical trip for five days to London,
which will happen in the second half
of this year.
Moreover, the journalist, the student
and the guiding professor will attend an
award ceremony conducted by Ibracon
during the 8th Brazilian Conference on
Accounting and Independent Audit, on
June 11 and 12, at the Bradesco Theater, in São Paulo.
Registration will be open soon for
the 8th edition of the Award. To learn
more, follow the Ibracon Portal and the
Institute’s social networks.
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CHANGE OF COMMAND

Renovation at the CFC and the
Regional Accounting Councils
New technologies,
professional protection,
focus on quality and
modernization: priority
agendas for Zulmir Breda,
new president of the Federal
Accounting Council

cyber-dependency and other terms
coined in the technological jargon. It
does not take much thinking to understand that modern times have already dictated the labor market’s profile from now on”, he noted. About a
possible “struggle” between “men and
machines”, Breda said: “This controver-
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n Brasília, the inauguration of the
new Board of the Federal Accounting Council (CFC) for the 2018/2019
term and of the members elected for the
2018/2021 term was held on February
21 and was attended by the Chief Minister of the Civil House, Eliseu Padilha;
the Minister of the Federal Audit Court
(TCU), João Augusto Ribeiro Nardes; of
senators Ana Amélia Lemos (PP / RS),
Elmano Férrer (PMDB / PI) and Paulo
Bauer (PSDB / SC); and the president
of the Institute of Independent Auditors
of Brazil (Ibracon), Francisco Maldonado Sant’Anna, among other authorities
and exponents of the financial market
and the accounting universe.
In his speech, Zulmir Breda assured
that she will seek greater synergy with
international entities connected to accounting, and that she will remain attentive to the transformations that may
affect the profession, whether they be
technological, regulatory, market or
human.
“We are in the artificial intelligence and robotics age. We hear
about the fourth revolution, big data,

Zulmir Ivânio Breda

sy must be looked at with some reservations, especially in an area such as
ours, in which the capacity for analysis, intuition, discernment, knowledge
about the client and the environment in
which one works, the credibility and the
power of decision are decisive factors”.
CFC’s new president stated that his
management will have two main goals:
the first one concerns the improvement
of the profession’s regulatory environment, especially for those who work in

accounting organizations, giving them
greater legal protection.
“The second major goal is to extend the Continued Professional Education Program to other segments of
the profession, as required by certain
international regulations” he said. “The
main objective is always: to seek the inclusion of our professionals in the most
diverse opportunities, through professional development, increasingly raising the quality of services provided to
the market”, he concluded.
For Breda, obstacles must be
turned into opportunities, that is: “to
capture what is best in all current developments and apply it as a tool of the
profession”.
CFC’s new Board also includes
vice-presidents Sergio Faraco (Administration), Gilvânia Andrade Nascimento
(Professional Development), Aécio Prado Dantas Júnior (Operational Development), Cleaylton Ribeiro de Medeiros
Gonçalves (Oversight, Ethics and Discipline), Alexsandro Mota Melo (Registration), Joaquim de Alencar Bezerra
Filho (Institutional Policy), Idésio da Silva Coelho Júnior (Technical) and Francisco José Alves Correia Lima (Internal Control).
REGIONAL RENOVATIONS
Besides the change of president at the
Federal Council, the Regional Councils are also initiating new terms. One
point that has attracted a lot of attention

is the increase in female participation:
in Minas Gerais, the new president is
Rosa Maria Abreu; in Mato Grosso do
Sul, Iara Sonia Marchioretto; in Paraíba, Vilma Pereira de Souza Silva was
elected; in Rio Grande do Sul, the challenge is to Ana Tércia Lopes Rodrigues;
in Pará, Ticiane Lima dos Santos was
sworn in, and in Roraima, Palmira
Leão de Souza. Moreover, in São Paulo, whose CRC has the largest number
of members, the new president is Márcia Alcazar, who takes the position with

eliminate the fiscal bureaucracy and a
better understanding from society. People still need to realize the benefits that
accounting provides”, she adds.
Marcia also plans to publicize the
public hearings conducted by CFC,
so that all professionals can have an
active voice and contribute to the accounting profession’s regulation. “With
regard to professional development, we

will seek to provide conditions for everyone to be able to fully practice their
profession and comply with the Continued Professional Education Program
(PEPC), through the face-to-face activities we will carry out in all cities where
there is a CRCSP, and also through remote content, which allows the professional to stay updated online”, the new
president ensures.

Check the names of the CRCs Presidents
from all over Brazil for the 2018/2019 term
Northern Region

Southeastern Region

Acre: Tiago Rosella Dell Agnolo

Espírito Santo: Roberto Schulze

Amapá: Emílio Sérgio Oliveira
dos Santos
Amazonas: Manoel Carlos
de Oliveira Júnior

Minas Gerais: Rosa Maria Abreu
Rio de Janeiro: Waldir Jorge Ladeira
dos Santos
São Paulo: Marcia Alcazar

Photo: Crcsp file

Pará: Ticiane Lima dos Santos

Marcia Ruiz Alcazar

the motto “CRCSP - Moved by achievements. Innovating for the profession.”
According to Marcia Alcazar, innovation will be at the heart of her term: “The
focus on technology is a matter of survival because the digital transformations
are changing the profile of the profession
and of all citizens who need to always
keep their lives organized and provide
their services in the best possible way.
In this age of digital revolution and SAC
3.0, we will seek to provide to accounting professionals an excellent experience with the CRCSP”, she says. “Moreover, in Brazil, we need simplification,

Rondônia: Joelso Tavares de Andrade

Southern Region

Roraima: Palmira Leão de Souza
Tocantins: Norton Thomazi

Paraná: Marcos Sebastião Rigoni
de Mello

Northeastern Region

Santa Catarina: Marcello Alexandre
Seemann

Alagoas: Paulo Sérgio Braga da Rocha
Bahia: Antônio Carlos Ribeiro da Silva

Rio Grande do Sul: Ana Tércia
Lopes Rodrigues

Pernambuco: José Gonçalves
Campos Filho

Midwestern Region

Piauí: Josafan Bonfim Moraes Rego

Distrito Federal: Adriano de Andrade
Marrocos

Ceará: Robinson Passos de Castro
e Silva

Goiás: Rangel Francisco Pinto

Maranhão: João Conrado de
Amorim Carvalho

Mato Grosso: Manoel Lourenço
de Amorim Silva

Sergipe: Vanderson da Silva Melo

Mato Grosso do Sul: Iara Sonia
Marchioretto

Rio Grande do Norte: Luzenilson
Moreira da Silva
Paraíba: Vilma Pereira de Souza Silva

To know the complete composition
of the new CRCs management,
just access www.cfc.org.br.
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Passing by the Regional Sections
1st Regional Section

3rd Regional Section

Ceará, Piauí, Rio Grande do Norte, Maranhão,
Pará, Amapá, Roraima, Acre and Rondônia

Rio de Janeiro and Espírito Santo
President of the 3rd RS is elected Deputy Member
of CRCRJ

Meeting with accounting entities
The president of Ibracon’s 1st RS, Paolo Giuseppe Lima de Araújo, participated in February of a meeting organized by the Regional Accounting Council of Ceará (CRCCE) involving several accounting entities. The
purpose of the meeting was to propose a joint effort to strengthen the
accounting activity. In addition to Ibracon and CRCCE, representatives
of the Union of Accountants (Sindcont); Association of Expert Accountants of the State of Ceará (APCEC), Association of Accounting Service
and Advisory, Expert Witness, Information and Research Firms (Sescap), Association of State Accountants (Acontece), Union of Accountants, Federation of North and Northeast Accountants (FECON), Association of Technical Accountants of the State of Ceará (ASTEC) and the
Association of Auditors and Expert Accountants of the State of Ceará
(AAPCEC) participated in the event.

2nd Regional Section

The president of the 3rd Regional Section, Paulo Buzzi Filho, was sworn
in as Deputy Member of the Regional Accounting Council of the State
of Rio de Janeiro (CRCRJ) for the four-year period term or 2018-2021.

CRCRJ Continued Professional Education
Committee
Paulo Buzzi Filho, president of the 3rd RS, represented the Regional
Section at the first 2018 meeting of the CRCRJ Continued Professional
Education Committee, held on February 27.

4th Regional Section
Minas Gerais, Distrito Federal, Tocantins and Goiás
The Regional Section’s Director of Professional Development, Fábio Abre
de Paula, participated in the inauguration ceremony of the new Board
elected for the 2018/2019 biennium of the Regional Accounting Council of Minas Gerais (CRCMG). The solemnity was honored by accounting leaders and political authorities, in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais.

Alagoas, Pernambuco, Paraíba and Recife

Photo: Ibracon’s File

5th Regional Section

New board
The new board of Ibracon’s 2nd Regional Section (SR) for the 2018/2020
term took office on January 22 at the RS headquarters in Recife (PE).
Representing Ibracon’s National Board, president Francisco Maldonado
Sant’Anna wished the directors a term full of success. “It is essential to
highlight the relevance of the Regional Sections’ work so that the Institute as a whole can occupy a leading position in the development and
enhancement of the independent audit activity”, said Sant’Anna in his
speech. On the occasion, Ibracon’s National Board honored the former
president Marcelo Galvão Guerra, now in the role of director of Professional Development. José Vital, the new president of the Regional Section, thanked the presence of all and stressed that he will work hard for
a positive management.
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São Paulo, Paraná, Mato Grosso
and Mato Grosso do Sul
Consecrated entities meet in SP
Representatives of the consecrated entities of the State of São Paulo met
on January 22 at the headquarters of the Regional Accounting Council
of the State of São Paulo (CRCSP) to discuss integrated actions and issues related to the accounting profession.
The meeting was coordinated by Paschoal Rizzi Naddeo, president of
the Association of Judicial Experts of the State of São Paulo (Apejesp),
with the participation of Carlos Pires, president of Ibracon’s 5th Regional Section; Marco Fabbri, director of Professional Development of the
5th SR; Rogério Garcia, Technical director of the National Board; Manoel de Oliveira Maia, president of Fecontesp; Antonio Eugenio Cecchinato, president of Sindcont-SP; Marcio Massao Shimomoto, president
of Sescon-SP and Aescon-SP; Domingos Orestes Chiomento, president
of APC; Geraldo Carlos Lima, vice-president of Sindcont-SP; Reynaldo
Pereira Lima Júnior, vice-president of Sescon-SP; and Irineu De Mula,
vice president of Apejesp.

6th Regional Section
Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina

Photo: Ibracon’s File

Inauguration of the CRCSC board
The president of the 6th RS, Paulo Ricardo Alaniz, participated in the inauguration ceremony of the Board of the Regional Accounting Council
of Rio Grande do Sul (CRCRS). For the first time, a woman, the accountant Ana Tércia Lopes Rodrigues, will chair the Council.

Ibracon’s 5th Regional Section participated in the inauguration of the new
Board of the Regional Accounting Council of the State of São Paulo (CRCSP), elected for the 2018/2020 biennium. The president of the 5th RS,
Carlos Pires, participated in the solemnity representing the Consecrated Entities of the State of São Paulo and stressed that all will continue
to walk together with the new CRCSP management: “Such synergy is
essential if we are to meet society’s growing demand for compliance,
transparency and ethics and the inherent challenges of the accounting
and independent audit activity itself in Brazil.”

69th anniversary of Sescon and Aescon
The president of the 5th RS, Carlos Pires, participated on the celebration of the 69th anniversary of the Association of Accounting Service
and Advisory, Expert Witness, Information and Research Firms of the
State of São Paulo (Sescon-SP) and the Association of Accounting Service Firms of the State of São Paulo (Aescon-SP). The celebration took
place at Clube Atlético Monte Líbano, in São Paulo.

Meeting with CRCSP
Ibracon and the Regional Accounting Council of the State of São
Paulo (CRCSP) held a meeting on January 18. The meeting marked
the formal presentation of some of the Ibracon directors for the
2018/2020 term and the new CRCSP president for the 2018/2019
term, Marcia Ruiz Alcazar.
Representing Ibracon’s 5th Regional Section, the president, Carlos Pires,
participated. The reelected chairman of the Ibracon’s Board of Directors, Eduardo Pocetti, the President of the National Board, Francisco
Sant’Anna, and the Institute’s general superintendent, Marco Aurelio
Fuchida, also participated.

President of Sescon-SP and Aescon-SP
visits Ibracon
The president of the 5th SR, Carlos Pires, represented the Regional Section at Ibracon’s reception to Marcio Massao Shimomoto, president of
the Association of Accounting Service and Advisory, Expert Witness, Information and Research Firms of the State of São Paulo (Sescon-SP)
and the Association of Accounting Service Firms of the State of São
Paulo (Aescon-SP).

Photo: CRCRS File

Inauguration of the new CRCSC board

New 6th RS Board
The new board of Ibracon’s 6th Regional Section for the 2018/2020 term
took office on January 24. The new president of the RS, Paulo Ricardo
Alaniz, highlighted the commitment to work synergistically with the directors: “Our objective is to develop meetings with members to discuss
their demands in the professional practice and especially the solutions
and innovations that the audit activity requires to promote the approximation and admission of new members”, he said. The former president
of the 6th RS, Marcelo Saweryn, who was honored, thanked everyone
for the partnership during the six years in which he was at the head of
the Regional Section and stressed that the goals achieved were the result of organized effort and teamwork. Representing Ibracon’s National Board, the director of Small and Medium-sized Auditing Firms (FAPMP), Monica Foerster; and the general superintendent, Marco Aurelius
Fuchida, were present at the solemnity.

9th Regional Section
Bahia
The 9th Regional Section held on March 2 the inauguration ceremony
of the new Board for the 2018/2020 term. Representing Ibracon’s National Board, the Director of Administration and Finance, Francisco de
Paula dos Reis Jr., was present at the ceremony.
During the occasion, the Ibracon’s National Board honored the former
president, Antomar de Oliveira Rios. The new president, Shirley Nara,
thanked everyone for their presence and stressed that they will work
hard for a positive and successful management together with its board.

For detailed information, please visit Ibracon Portal:
www.ibracon.com.br
MARCH 2018
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FINE TUNE

Monitoring Group

I

bracon responded to a public hearing presented by the
Monitoring Group (group of international financial institutions and regulatory bodies committed to the advancement of the public interest in areas related to the definition of international auditing standards and audit quality)
on the proposed change in how the auditing and ethical
standards applicable to independent auditors will be issued and implemented.

Ibracon issues Circular
Letter No. 1/2018

Expanding FAPMP
services

T

he International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) has
issued a new publication aimed at Small and Medium-sized Auditing Firms (FAPMP), with emphasis on agreed-upon procedures.
The publication describes, among others, the agreed-upon procedures, when they are appropriate and identifies
the key benefits to the client.

Preparation of financial
statements

I

bracon issued Release No. 1/2018 on the new pronouncements of the Accounting Pronouncements Committee (CPC) for the recognition of Revenue from Contracts
with Customers (NBC TG 47) and Financial Instruments
(NBC TG 48) and the impacts in the context of independent audit. These pronouncements, which came into effect on January 1, 2018, are based on the standards IFRS
15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers and IFRS
9 - Financial Instruments, issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).

T

CVM issues release to
auditors

Audit Work of Lesser
Complexity

T

he Superintendence of Accounting and Auditing Standards (SNC), from the Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM), has issued Directive Release No.
1/18, which guides independent auditors regarding the
practice in the securities market and the application of
standards in the performance of the work.
The Directive Release addresses periodic information,
record updating, external quality review program, Continued Professional Education Program and auditor rotation, among other topics.

he Superintendence of Company Relations (SEP) and
of Accounting and Auditing Standards (SNC) of the
Brazilian Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM) issued Directive Release No. 1/18.
According to José Carlos Bezerra, SNC’s superintendent,
among other points, the release guides investor relations
officers and independent auditors on important points to
be observed in the preparation of the financial statements
for the year ended 12/31/2017.

I

bracon released the update to the V and last module
of the Manual of Audit Work of Lesser Complexity, focused primarily on Small And Medium-sized Auditing Firms (FAPMP).
The Manual, developed by Ibracon under the coordination
of the FAPMP Working Group (WG), covers the main audit steps and concepts.

New Auditor’s Report

T

he Public Company Accounting Oversight Board
(PCAOB) released an update to the guidance on the
New Auditor’s Report. The update provides additional information on the number of years that the auditor consecutively provides audit services to the entity.

The mentioned contributions will be available at the Ibracon
Portal, in the members’ restricted area.
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O
mundo
pede
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É por isso que nós, da PwC, ajudamos nossos clientes a enfrentá-los
para que permaneçam como líderes em seus setores, identificando as
oportunidades no ambiente de negócios. Com uma visão integrada,
compartilhamos tendências e traçamos caminhos em parceria. Assim,
desenvolvemos e implementamos soluções mais criativas, eficientes
e inovadoras, que vão da estratégia à execução. Acreditamos que a
melhor forma para fazer com que nossos clientes sejam ainda mais
bem-sucedidos é levar a eles novas leituras sobre os seus negócios.

Baixe gratuitamente
o aplicativo PwC BR
na App Store.

PwC Brasil
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determina, a cada uma das firmas membro participantes da rede da PwC. Cada firma membro da rede constitui uma pessoa jurídica
separada e independente. Para mais detalhes acerca do network PwC, acesse: www.pwc.com/structure

Learn about the auditing firms
associated to Ibracon
Alagoas
Convicta Auditores Independentes S/S
Maceió, AL / Tel: (82) 3336-5479
Amazonas
Baker Tilly Brasil Norte S/S –
Auditores Independentes – EPP
Manaus, AM / Tel: (92) 3232-6046
Jd Auditores Independentes – Ltda
Manaus, AM / Tel: (92) 3631-0118
Bahia
Audicont – Auditores e Consultores S/C
Salvador, BA / Tel: (71) 3341-8977
Performance Auditoria e
Consultoria Empresarial S/C
Salvador, BA / Tel: (71) 3113-4530
Ceará
Controller Auditoria e
Assessoria Contábil S/C
Fortaleza, CE / Tel: (85) 3208-2700
Dominus Auditoria Consultoria
e Treinamentos S/S
Fortaleza, CE / Tel: (85) 3224-6393
Distrito Federal
Ápice Contábil – Auditores
Independentes S/S Ltda
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3346-0667
Audiger Auditores e Consultores
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3328-2628
Global Auditores Independentes S/C
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3224-5494
Itecon Instituto Técnico de
Consultoria e Auditoria
Brasília, DF / Tel: (61) 3224-7799
Goiás
Masters Auditores Independentes S/C
Goiânia, GO / Tel: (62) 3224-6116
Minas Gerais
ADPM – Administração Pública
Para Municípios Ltda
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 2102-3711
Baker Tilly Brasil MG Auditores
Independentes
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3118-7800
Castro, Serra, Nirdo Auditores
Independentes
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3226-6286
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Fernando Motta e Associados
Auditoria Independente
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3221-3500
Nexia Teixeira Auditores
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3282-9939
Orplan Auditores Independentes
Belo Horizonte, MG / Tel: (31) 3115-1400
Paraná

Indep Auditores Independentes S/C
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2263-5189
LMPG Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2524-0345
Loudon Blomquist Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2509-8658
Opinião Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2223-2785

Bazzaneze & Auditores Independentes S/S
Curitiba, PR / Tel: (41) 3322-9098

Premiumbravo Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 3410-3679

CPN Auditores Independentes S/S
Curitiba, PR / Tel: (41) 3222-0048

Walter Heuer Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2240-1332

Muller & Prei Auditores Independentes S/S
Curitiba, PR / Tel: (41) 3078-9990
Pernambuco
ARC & Associados Auditores
Independentes S/C
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3035-6500
Chronus Auditores Independentes
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3231-6563
Directivos Auditores Independentes
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3325-2251
Ferreira & Associados Auditores Independentes
Jaboatão dos Guararapes, PE
Tel: (81) 3453-5553
Guimarães & Associados Aud. e Cons. S/C
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3465-0762
PHF Auditores Independentes
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3467-4565
Referencial Auditores e Consultores S/S
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3421-9001
SA Leitão Auditores S/C
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3366-9922
100Porcento Auditores Independentes S/S
Recife, PE / Tel: (81) 3242-2406
Rio de Janeiro
Acal – Auditores Independentes S/S
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2159-8801
BKR Lopes, Machado Auditores e Consultores
Rio de janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2156-5800
Criterio Auditores e Consultores
Associados S/C
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2233-0977
Crowe Horwath Bendoraytes e
Cia Auditores Independentes
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 3385-4662
FSA Network
Rio de Janeiro, RJ / Tel: (21) 2509-6200

Rio Grande do Sul
Arruda & Matos Auditores Associados S/S
Porto Alegre, RS / Tel: (51) 3072-5282
Maciel Auditores S/S EPP
Porto Alegre, RS / Tel: (51) 3037-5034
Santa Catarina
Berkan Auditores Independentes
Blumenau, SC / Tel: (47) 3035-2668
Martinelli Auditores
Joinville, SC / Tel: (47) 2101-1900
Sergipe
A Priori Auditores Independentes S/S
Aracaju, SE / Tel: (79) 3011-5005
Ricarte Contabilidade S/C LTDA
Aracaju, SE / Tel: (79) 2106-3800
São Paulo
4partners Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5102-2510
Aguiar Feres Auditores Independentes S/S
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3632-3100
Alonso Barreto e Cia Auditores
Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3255-8310
Andreoli e Associados
Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5052-6250
Ápice Auditores Independentes Ltda.
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3171-2727
Apply Auditores Associados
Santos, SP / Tel: (13) 3228-2700
Approach Auditores Independentes
Presidente Prudente, SP / Tel: (18) 3916-5185
Assessor Bordin Consultores
Empresariais Ltda
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3526-7346

The firms are listed by State, considering the association jurisdiction, which can be done in more than one Ibracon’s
Regional Section. The identification of the State does not mean the geographical area of operations, information
that should be consulted directly with the company selected. Ibracon is not a certifying body of its associates.

Atac Auditores Independentes S/S
Santos, SP / Tel: (13) 3221-8879

Exame Auditores Independentes
Nova Ribeirânia, SP / Tel: (16) 3514-5300

Athros Auditoria e Consultoria
São Caetano, SP / Tel: (11) 4435-7302

Fabbri Auditores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3141-0398

Attest Auditores Independentes
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3237-3534

Factual Auditores Independentes
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3877-6569

Audilink e Cia Auditores Ltda
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3819-2207

Galloro e Associados Auditores
Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3255-0555

Audioesp Auditoria e Consultoria S/S
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3255-7966
Audisa Auditores Associados
Santana de Parnaíba, SP / Tel: (11) 3661-9933

Geasc – Auditoria, Assessoria
e Serviços Contábeis Ltda.
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2272-3501

Auditora Brasileira S/S
Limeira, SP / Tel: (19) 3701-4718

Grant Thornton Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3886-5100

Azevedo Auditoria e Assessoria
Contábil Ltda.
Araçatuba, SP / Tel: (18) 3117-4500

Hirashima & Associados
Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5102-0007

BC Control Auditoria e Consultoria
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3828-0911

Igaf – Rodyo’s Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5081-5458

BDO RCS
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3848-5880

Irmãos Campos e Cerbocini
Auditores Associados
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3675-1228

BKR Lopes, Machado
Auditores e Consultores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5041-4610

JDM Auditores e Consultores S/C
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3872-1995

BLB Auditores Independentes
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3941-5999

KPMG
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3940-1500

Caaud Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 9.8609-7089

KSI Brasil Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3218-7795

Cokinos & Associados Auditores
Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5085-0280

LCC Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3798-3313

Conaud Auditores Independentes S/C
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3931-1718
Confiance Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5044-0683
Consulcamp Auditoria e Assessoria
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3231-0399

LM Auditores Associados
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5572-3962

Padiani Auditores Independentes S/S
Boituva, SP / Tel: (15) 3263-1798
Padrão Auditoria S/S
São Paulo-SP / Tel: (11) 5080-5855
Partnership Auditores e Consultores S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3541-2992
Pemom Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2619-0500
Peppe Associados Consultores
e Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5531-9975
PP&C Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3883-1600
PwC
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3674-2000
Rengi Trevor Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2129-8980
RM Auditoria Contabil – S/S
Santos, SP / Tel: (13) 3222-5848
Rodl e Partner Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11 )5094-6060
RSM Brasil CCA Continuity
Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2613-0293
Sacho Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2796-2977

Lopes Auditoria e Contab. Ltda.
Piracicaba, SP / Tel: (19) 3434-3659

SGS Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3862-1844

Magalhaes Andrade Auditores
Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3814-3377

Simionato Auditores Independentes
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3255-8040

MAP Auditores Independentes EPP
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3288-9191

Taticca Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3062-3000

Mazars Auditores Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3524-4500

Tríade Auditores e Consultores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3079-3022

Moore Stephens Lima Luchesi
Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5561-2230

Units Auditores e Consultores S/C
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5102-3793

Deloitte
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5186-1000

Moore Stephens Prisma
Auditoria e Consultoria
Ribeirão Preto, SP / Tel: (16) 3019-7900

Unity Auditores Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2869-8358

EY
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 2573-3000

Narazzaqui HF & Cia – Auditores
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5572-4156

Evolução Auditores Independentes S/S
Campinas, SP / Tel: (19) 3324-6696

Opinion Auditores e Consultores S/C
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3256-4864

Cotrin e Associados Auditores
Independentes
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 3062-9185
Crowe Horwath Macro Auditores
Independentes S/S
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5632-3733
De Biasi Auditores Independentes
São José dos Campos, SP / Tel: (12) 2138-6000

Upwards Auditores Independentes S/S EPP
São Paulo, SP / Tel: (11) 5503-6588
W.R.M Auditoria e Consultoria S/S Ltda
Bauru, SP / Tel: (14) 9.9148-7076
Base: march/18
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NÃO BASTA TER EXPERIÊNCIA,

TEM QUE TER A PÓS
NORMAS BRASILEIRAS DE
CONTABILIDADE E IFRS

A adesão às IFRS valorizou o contador brasileiro.
Atualização de práticas e normas devem estar
no dia a dia de todos os profissionais.

PERÍCIA CONTÁBIL

Perícia judicial também é assunto de contabilista.
Entenda como as Ciências Contábeis fazem a
diferença nos tribunais.

ESCRITA FISCAL

Domine a operação tributária das empresas,
operando de forma estratégica para reduzir
riscos e potencializar os lucros.

Pós-graduação em 6 meses

NÃO BASTA TER TALENTO,

TEM QUE TER O MBA
GESTÃO FINANCEIRA
E CONTROLADORIA
GESTÃO DE RISCOS
E COMPLIANCE
GESTÃO TRIBUTÁRIA
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Quando o controller está envolvido, estratégias
de marketing, compliance e gestão de pessoas
também são assunto financeiro.
Crises, fraudes, riscos e perdas: sua empresa não
precisa mais passar por isso. É hora do compliance
resolver o problema.
Entenda como o gerenciamento estratégico de
tributos pode minorar riscos e até trazer lucros e
benefícios para as empresas.
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